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I am often asked “what’s the plan, where are we going”? I love 
when I get this question. It lets me know that they are number 
one, interested, and that they are number two, curious about 
our goals and direction. As a matter of fact, each time I get this 
question, my first response is to turn the tables and ask the 
individual to tell me their plan and answer for me, where do you 
want to go? This is not intended as an effort on my part to be 
flippant. It is a genuine desire on my part to better understand 
their goals, both personal and professional.  

The truth is, with all of the growth opportunity that we have 
ahead of us, one of the most important things that we have to 
do as a management team, is to identify individuals with the 
desire and ability to fill future leadership roles. 

Consider this; our goal for ’18 is to double the size of 
our company, in both truck count and revenue. That is a 
significant goal. Growing by 200 plus trucks takes effort, focus, 
determination, and some really good dedicated people. It means 
a lot of hard work, long hours, and stretching our boundaries, 
often beyond what we feel is our limit.  

This is why I am so excited. This kind of growth creates so 
many opportunities for our team members. So much potential is 
unlocked. So much creative energy is released. So many leaders 
are developed. In conjunction with these goals, and to some 
degree, because of them, you have seen and will soon see 
additional focus on evolving to stay in line with the customers 
changing expectations. 

Along with adjustments to our structure, you will also see 
refinement in our branding and imaging, as well as new 
technology, focused on keeping us relevant to our customers 

and the markets we service. All of this takes effort and 
determination. Thankfully these are things that Brady 

Trucking has never been short on. 

Exciting times are ahead. Tell your friends and family, this 
is the place to be, and this is the time to be here. We 

are just getting started and the ride is going to be a 
hell of a lot of fun! 

Folks, this is a great time to be at 
Brady Trucking. The future holds so 
much in store for all of us. Endless 
possibilities, great opportunities, and 
amazing growth potential. What a 
great time to be a part of this organi-
zation. 
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You know Kyle Beebe.  
CDL Driver for 32 years and worked in the oilfield across the globe.  Kyle has played a pivotal role in the creation of two 
terminals in the Permian, and is currently the Terminal Manager for Carlsbad.  Kyle and Kathy are from Duncan Oklahoma, soon 
moving to Edmond (near Oklahoma City).  But if you think this changes his west vs east Okie opinion, you’d be wrong.  His 
accent is distinctively Canadian anyway, “East/West Okies?   Being from West side I-35 I always say is better.  Only reason I say 
this is because the Brady Permian has 4 East Okies (there is a bit more but really can’t say it here)”
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People always ask me if it’s hard being a truck driver, being away from home all the time. 
My reply is always the same: yes and no. Of course, it’s hard to leave home and go to work 
away from your family, especially if you hate your job. But when you love what you do and the 
company you do it for, it’s much easier to be away.

I’m Dean Cherry, and I’ve been employed with Brady Trucking since March 2015.  I’ve driven for 
other OTR companies that simply treat you like a number on the side of your truck. But here at 
Brady, they know my name and treat me like the professional driver that I am, and make me feel 
like my family is part of Brady’s family.  That’s what makes the difference.

I found out about Brady while working for Halliburton in the oil fields in Williston, ND as the Sand 
Pusher for ‘Stealth Crew’.  I was working side-by-side with many Brady PRO drivers and talked 
with them to learn what they do.  We did our best to make each other’s jobs much easier. Many of 

the drivers at the time gave me the nick name “THE SAND GOD”.  But a time came when 
layoffs in ND oilfield services were nearly impossible to avoid, and I knew my days were 
numbered. I had learned from Brady driver Michael Mayes about going OTR with Brady.  
He gave me Benny Cole’s number and I made the call, sent my resume via e-mail, and 
with my good references (and friends) I was hired quickly. More than 3 years later I’ve met 
more drivers, dispatchers, managers, mechanics, people in HR, payroll and every division 
of the company and I still have the same view of the company as I did with meeting the 
drivers in the oilfield: they are professional, willing to help, they remember your name, 
and you become part of the FAMILY!

For anyone reading this outside of the company, if you want a job driving truck, Brady 
is the best company to work for. I’m not saying it’s perfect because as we all know 
nothing is perfect, but you will be treated with respect, and as a person not a number. 
Most companies will say “Join our Team” I’m Saying “Come join the Brady Family” 
because that’s what it is - a real FAMILY.

“If you love 
what you do, 
you’ll never 
work a day
in your life.

THE SAND GOD...
Written by

Dean Cherry

”Hard work and perseverance pay 
off at Brady.”

Larry Ridge, Operations Supervisor 
Odessa, Texas

“Drivers are the focus of what 
we do every day!” 

Mike Crocker, Terminal Manager, 
Odessa, Texas
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“Opportunities don’t happen. 
You create them.”

Edgar Scott, Operations Supervisor, 
Carlsbad, New Mexico

#Family
Kyle is married 30 years to Kathy, a Nurse for Dr. Che’ Miller (General 
Vascular Surgeon) in Duncan, OK.  Kyle and Kathy’s daughter Kaylah 
is in University of Central Oklahoma (major – Sociology, minor-
Substance Abuse) and their son, TJ attends  Cameron University 
(Major Psychology minor-Criminal Justice).  Both kids are scheduled 
to graduate in Dec 2018 with Bachelor’s Degrees, then both will 
proceed to pursue Masters Programs.  TJ’s hobby is cars -his GT500 
Shelby being his fav.  Kaylah volunteers at OU Children’s Hospital, 
loves to travel, and just being outdoors.

#HomeTime
“Home time is very slim; 5 days every month.

#SimpleBeginnings
“I started as an Operations Supervisor at Brady Permian Basin, and 
moved into a Facility/Asset/Maintenance Manager position for a short 
time.  When the Permian growth was set, Brady decided to split the 
Permian Basin terminals, and I was promoted to Terminal Manager in 
Carlsbad, NM.  I like the aspect of the in-house promotions even from 
Drivers to Team Captains to Field Coordinators, etc.  Just like the 
motto says, we’re a company ‘built by truckers, for truckers’.

International Oilfield
“Oilfield since 1989, countries worked range from: (North America) 
Canada, USA, Artic Circle, (Great Britain) Scotland, England, (North 
Africa) Tunisia, Algeria, Libya, (Middle East) Oman, Bahrain, Saudi 
Arabia, Qatar, (West Africa) Senegal, Angola, Gabon, and Ghana.   I 
lived in Saudi Arabia for 9 yrs. So total 22 yrs. working internationally”

Permian 2018?
Kyle tells us, “The actual surge hasn’t really happened yet.  It is on the 
incline, but we haven’t seen it completely in full swing yet.  Oilfield is a 
6 year cycle”

Brady Trucking
“A very well family oriented company.  You’re not a number, great to 
work for, great employees, excellent equipment, good way of life.  We 
welcome all different types of people to join the Brady Team.  And 
when you’re filling out the job application, choose Carlsbad.”  

·         

 



Change!

I work out three days per week in a class with 
a trainer.  Let me tell you it is intense!  One hour 
workout is 1,000 calories burned.  It’s been brutal at 
times but I feel better than I have in years.  I haven’t 
worked out since the Guard in 1996, so it wasn’t 
easy.  My blood pressure is now normal.  Cardio 
is excellent and I’m on pace to shed fifty pounds 
by June.  So far I’ve lost twelve pounds.  The hard 
work is definitely worth it.

I’m currently rehearsing four cover songs and 
working on four original songs which I’ll record 
in about a month.  The workout adds to this as 
well through building my core strength.  That 
improves my sound.  I’m also working with my 
guitar player, Caleb, who also happens to be my 
youngest son, preparing for our upcoming ses-
sion.  Excellent picker!

This goal is the hardest so far.  I’m using Rosetta 
Stone which is a great learning tool.  The hard 
part for me though is fitting this into an already 
busy schedule.  I’ve started but it’s a slow go.  
Will I give up?  Hmmmm….Nope!  I’ll get it done 
somehow.   This brings me to the last stop on 
my year of change. 

WORKING OUT

MUSIC

NEW LANGUAGE

YEAR OF PERMIAN
RATE 
INCREASES

Most people do the customary “New Year’s Resolution” every first of the year.  I, 
however, have never been that guy.  This year is unlike most others in my past.  
This year is my year of change.  I’ve detoured from my norm in order to accom-
plish all that I’ve dreamed, plotted, and planned for the last twenty years.  Some 
of these goals are new but some date back many years.

In 1992 after the birth of my first child I found it was time to put me aside.  So for 
the next twenty plus years my wife and I have been raising our family.  Now my 
kids are grown. Some are married, some single, some in college or headed that 
way soon.  So now it’s time to get back to me!

Since early 2016, our dedicated 
management team has worked 
diligently to not just  sustain, but 
to actually grow our company into 
what it is today. The results of their 
efforts and foresight into the market 
are a staggering 9 rate increases 
through some of the toughest times 
the oil fields have seen in decades. 
Additionally, the increases have been 
with multiple major clients, which tells 
us 3 things:

Our Management team 
rules! They obviously care 
tremendously about us 
and our future.1.
Our clients love us! Our 
largest clients care about 
us (and NEED us) as much 
we rely on them 2.
Our future is solid! With 
our current leadership, 
we’re looking to thrive for a 
long time to come!3.

By Jeff Rodgers

Thanks to Brady friends, I’ve discovered that I love 
this game!  My goal may be lofty for a guy who 
just started to play at 47 but I would love to be a 
par player.   However, I’ll settle for a bogey.  Bogey 
every hole and I’m good.  We’ll see.  So that’s 
it.  My year of change is under way and so far it’s 
been great and I suspect it’s going to get better!

GOLF

I Miss you so much when you are at work,  and tomorrow  is my birthday but you said that 
just me and you would do something just by ourselves and I can’t wait,  Mom and I have been 
making a list and I wish you were home but I know your job keeps you away from us and 
home for two weeks at a time, and all of us kids have so much fun when you get home for 
your days off, but today in school my teacher ask us what we wanted to do or be when we 
grow up, and Jimmy said he wanted to be a pilot, and Kathy said that she wanted to be a movie 
star and Bobby said he said  he was going be a pro wrestler and  all those thing are very funny 
because the only reason Kathy wants to be a movie star is so she can kiss boys.

So Dad I have been thing about this a lot because I have known for a long time that I am dif-
ferent from my brothers and sisters and my friends and you have said that I have a special 
gift that they don’t have and you have always told me that I am your gift from heaven, but My 
Teachers call it Autism whatever that is, all I know  is there are things that I do better than my 
brothers but there are thing that they do better than me, like talking I have a very hard time 
with some of the words they use.

So this why Mom is helping with this letter.  And I have thought about what the teacher ask me 
and I know that grandpa teaches me how to take care of the animals and o ya the baby pigs 
are still my favorite ones, he takes me everywhere with him when he bails the hay or goes to 
the feed store to get medicine for the horses he has taught me how to saddle my own horse 
and take care of it, and I really love spending time with grandpa when your gone but you have 
taught me about the important things like putting my own worm on my hook when we go fish-
ing. Stephanie has me put her worm on and that’s cool because after all she is the only girl 
in the family but is Mom a girl or is she just a Mom, and o ya you taught me how to ride my 
bike and when you got me my own motor cycle that was really cool, but Dad as I think about 
it because of my special gift as you call it that I can be anything that I want to be I can I can 
be a Doctor or a pilot,  Dad I can even be the president of the United States, Or I can even be a 
superman  or just an ordinary hero just like my Hero my Dad.

Dad I can only be or do those thing if you are here to help me, Dad what I want is that you 
come home safe from your job that as I grow up you are there for me and my brothers and 
sister and be able to kiss our Mom because she says that is what she looks forward too when 
you get home because when you give her a hug and a kiss that everything will be OK, and that’s 
what I want and need from you so my future is what I want it to be, because I want to be a 
littles boys hero and you can be a grandpa that teaches him how to do those things that he will 
need to grow.

So Dad I need you to promise me that you and all those men you work with come home to us 
and to their family’s and allow us to be all that we can be, that will be my special time with you.

I love you Dad,
Dylan

Dear Dad:

My name is Rod McCarrel, and I’ve been a Field 
Coordinator for Brady Trucking in Vernal, Utah 
for four years and enjoyed every minute of it. I 
developed a safety program called “Dad Be Safe 
You are My Future”, which was inspired by my 
grandson with Autism.

We here at Brady Trucking have the opportunity to 
create a Culture of Safety instead of having a Safety 
Program.  A Safety Program is just a set of rules we 
are to follow.  A Culture of Safety is where we all work 
and live safe to go home every night to our families.
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As Trainer here at Brady Trucking, I always try 
to instill into the minds of each new hire, the 
brotherhood and comradery evident within the 
Brady culture.  Most of these new hires come from 
an “every man for himself” or even a “dog eat dog” 
trucking background, as I had myself, where if you 
couldn’t complete something on your own you 
were often ridiculed and laughed at.  The culture 
of how we do business here at Brady is new and 
indeed refreshing to many of them.

I can relate this to my own experience from when 
I first began my career at Brady.  In my 37 years 
in the trucking business, I had never worked 
anywhere that everyone seemed so eager to 
help!  It was exciting to say the least.  But more 
importantly, it made me feel at home.  When I 
needed help out in the field, I didn’t have to ask, 
other drivers just saw it – and then reacted to it; 
offering assistance!  Wow!  I thought, what is going 
on?  I soon learned that this was the standard 
throughout the company!  

In our orientation, we try to prepare new employees 
for this culture.  We let them know that, indeed 
others will flock to them to help and that the same 
is expected from them should the need arise.  I 
hear many testimonies from drivers affirming this.

Here at Brady, it is all about the driver!  If every 
driver is successful, then it benefits every one of 
us!  It means more business, higher rates and most 
importantly, better attitudes of employees!  So 
please do your part.  Help everyone you can!  Do 
the right thing and do things right!  It is an integral 
part of YOUR success!

Brady Culture:
HELPING EACH OTHER
by Nolan Mouton, Driver Trainer

FINANCIAL REVIEW 2017
by Scott Ruppe, CFO

We saw a financial turnaround in the latter half of 2017.  The result 
was that we ended the year at breakeven compared to a loss of $6.5 
million in 2016.

Brady Trucking has once again 
demonstrated that we can survive tough 
times. 
As I stated last year at this time, Brady’s ability to survive in tough 
times is largely due to Larry and Jennifer Brady being willing to 
reinvest almost everything back in to the company.  That conservative 
approach has once again proven to be the correct strategy in a 
severely cyclical industry such as Oil and Gas.  Even in the tough 
times, our Balance Sheet has remained strong.  Meaning that our 
equity, (assets – liabilities) is high.

Our revenues in 2016 totaled $34.5 mm with 206 
trucks or about $168 K per truck.  In 2017 our 
revenues totaled 59.6 mm with 239 trucks or $250K 
per truck.  Our projections for 2018 show revenues 
of $77 mm with 282 trucks or $273K per truck.  

So the future looks bright.  We believe there is still considerable upside 
to our revenues and net income as we realize additional rate and 
utilization increases.  Our financial partners also seem to be bullish on 
the future and have committed to financing that will allow us to continue 
our growth as well as replace some of the aging tractors. 

We changed auditing and tax accounting firms and returned to audited 
financials in 2017 and also had the 2016 financials audited which 
lends credibility to our internal financials. 

As in past years, there were no audit adjustments 
made or even suggested which indicates that our 
internal financials are very accurate.

Having audited financials helps assure bankers and other interested 
financial partners that our books are fairly stated and that they can 
rely on their accuracy.  
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BRADY BIRTHDAY GIVEAWAY
Brady’s trailers are shiny, And trucks are new, But who we value most is you!

The loved ones who support you, support us. We want to say thank you and express our appreciation to your 
behind-the-scenes heroes. Let us help you celebrate your loved ones. Just fill out the form below! One lucky 
family member per month will receive a birthday gift card up to $100 from your Brady Trucking Family.

EMPLOYEE NAME

Spouse - S/O Email Birthday

Child (Boy/Girl) Birthday

Child (Boy/Girl) Birthday

Child (Boy/Girl) Birthday

Total benefits
of up to $4O,0O0

2018 TOTAL COMPENSATION STATEMENT
BENEFIT BRADY CONTRIBUTION TOTAL
Health Insurance - HSA Up to $907.98/month $10.919.76
HSA Matching Contribution Up to $90.00/month $1,080.00
Vision Insurance Up to $11.65/Month $139.80
HRA - Health Insurance Reimbursement Up to $5,000/year $5000.00
Dental Insurance Up to $73.18/month $878.16
Cigna Telehealth Connection (video doctor visits) Part of Cigna Coverage Cost Effective Alternative
Guaranteed Issue Life Insurance Available $10,000 Policy Brady Pays Cost
Additional Life Policies Available Under Brady Umbrella Offered
CIGNA’s Vitamin Health and Wellness Tips Part of Cigna Coverage Invaluable
Specialized Orientation Training $200/Day Up to $1,000.00
Pre-Employment Testing Brady Pays Cost $425.00
Field Supervisors on Location 100% Invaluable
Rotational Schedule Available 100% Invaluable
DOT Renewal 100% $100.00
Hazmat Renewal 100% $100.00
Phone Stipend $30.00/month $360.00
Driver’s Lounge 100% Brady Pays Cost
Showers/Laundry for Drivers 100% Brady Pays Cost
Hotel During Training $60.00 per day $120.00
FR Coveralls 100% $170.00
Hardhat, Gloves, etc. 100% $30.00
Eye & Ear Protection/Respirator 100% $75.00
401K Safe Harbor Plan 4% match on 5% contribution $3,000.00
Spouse/Family Package 100% $35.00
Team Captain Additional Pay 3% + % of Team Revenue $10,000+
Dave Ramsey’s Smart Dollar 100% $150 retail value
Longevity Pay 1% of Truck’s Revenue $3,409.00
Safety Incentive Pay 1% of Truck’s Revenue $3,409.00
CDL Legal Shield offered Invaluable

Brady Total Compensation Statement is based on 
average earnings of $75,000 annually. Drivers’ actual 

numbers may vary based on earnings.



The Best. #1. Top Dog.
by Troy Young

As of this writing, I have been watching the Olympics. 
Watching the best competing to be Top Dog. GOLD. The 
standard everyone strives to meet or exceed. Throughout 
my career I have done the same; try to do the best. Not 
to say that I am the best, but I do try. Like many though, I 
am just a small part of a team, striving to be the best. As I 
have seen printed about Brady Trucking “The Leader in Bulk 
Transportation.”

Over the past seven years, I 
have been blessed to work with 
a group of talented folks who 
may not say it, but show those 
same qualities. I am glad for the 
past, and look forward to the 
future with Brady Trucking, as 
we continue to grow and set the 
“standard.” I hope anyone who 
reads this remembers that your 
part is just as important as any. 
I have never worked with a more 

diverse group of people.  Men and women from all over the 
USA (and the world), working together for the same goal. It 
feels pretty good to be a part of that. 

Just think about it for a minute, this all started with a guy tired 
of working for people with junky equipment. I hope we 
can impact the industry the same way Larry Brady’s 
direction has impacted us.

Here’s to the future and 
being the best.

Jacob Johnson, Brady Marketing & Innovations with his wife of 
one year, Alexa.

Change
Growth can be scary, but we don’t see what’s happening as big 
changes; more like “evolution”.   Brady has had to adapt, and 
we’ll continue to evolve. 

Technology
Tech has become an integral part at BT.   The industry tech-shift 
holds immense opportunity for trucking companies who stay 
relevant. We’re working on the release of the mybradyapp, and 
internal virtual handbook, and MUCH more tech to come.

Customers
Brady’s success & growth can be attributed to the 

people who sustain the company.   BT is the right 
choice because we won’t get in the way of our 
customers. We won’t slow them down, we won’t 
hold them up.  We strive to understand pain 
points and innovative solutions.

Watch videos, & 
earn points & get cool 

stuff, all at 
mybradyrewards

.comBrady Trucking, Inc.
Corporate Headquarters
5130 S 5400 E, Vernal, UT

(435) 781-1569

bradytruckinginc.com Employee Section Login: first initial last name (jsmith)
Password = brady + last 4 of ss# (brady6789)

Questions about 
insurance?

Contact Sheridan Paulson in the RBI Benefits Office at 
(801) 298-5030 or visit rbibenefits.com (client login
password is “brady”)

Additional Locations:
Carlsbad, NM
(575) 236-4339

Farmington, NM
(505) 598-5580

Odessa, TX
(432) 381-7185

Normal, IL
(309) 556-0076

Williston, ND
(701) 572-1522

Casper, WY
(307) 344-1783

Grand Junction, CO
(970) 263-8791

Sam Rendon General Operations Manager x1021
Bill Kremin Director of Human Resources x1004
Jake Collier Logistics Manager x1019
Jason Crowell Recruiting & Retention Manager x1114
Jen Rice Payroll x1303


